
KURE  CITY 



KURE 呉 

Kure is the third largest city in Hiroshima prefecture with a population of 240,000 

stretched over 350 square kilometers. Due to its close proximity to Hiroshima city, 
it could be considered more a satellite suburb instead of an independent met-

ropolitan area.  

Nevertheless, the citizens of Kure take pride of their unique identity. Kure has 
been home to a large Naval Defense Force Base (the Japanese Navy) since 1889 

and the Naval Academy located on the nearby island Etajima, so much of Kure’s 
culture is tied to this maritime history.  

The largest battleship of its time, the Yamato, was built in Kure’s dockyards, and 
shipbuilding continues to be a large industry in the city.  

Even the city’s signature dish nikujaga – a stew-like soup with potatoes, beef, and 

onions – traces its origin to special meals served among sailors while out to sea. 
Industry, shipbuilding, and a working-class outlook prevail.  

While Kure has a lively nightlife, it’s generally centered around blue-collar recre-
ations and pursuits – tons of small bars with patrons that are “regulars”. If you’re 
looking for a cosmopolitan club scene, Hiroshima’s not too far away.  

For its small size, Kure has some great food. Restaurants with both local and in-
ternational cuisine can be found in every neighborhood.  

The city elders do their best injecting cosmopolitan culture where they can, 
through the Kure International Exchange Square and with events throughout the 
year.  

This and the close distance to Hiroshima can help shake any homesickness while 
introducing great experiences of hard-working Japan. Outlying areas of Kure, in-

cluding several islands, have slowly been enveloped into the city center, but each 
still holds its own character.  



Transportation 

By Train 

Kure is located on the Kure Line, a coastal train line which links Hiroshima and 
Mihara. Trains to locations around the prefecture leave throughout the day. There 
are usually two trains to Hiroshima Station an hour with one rapid service and the 

other standard; each cost the same ¥500 fare (from Kure Station). Standard ser-
vice runs from 5:30 am until about 12:00 midnight and rapid service runs until 6:00 

pm. From Hiroshima to the east, most trains transfer at Hiro Station. If you miss 
the last train home from Hiroshima, you can take a taxi home. The average rate 
from Hiroshima to Kure is around ¥8,000, so it’s best to share a cab with a few 

friends. Kure is not serviced by the Shinkansen, however you can purchase tickets 
at Kure Station and at a discount ticket office located near the station. For more 

information visit hyperdia.com 

By Bus 

Kure Station is also the departure point for the majority of buses going to and 

from the city.  Buses regularly run into Hiroshima (two to three times an hour) and 
cost around ¥700. Although more expensive than taking the train, the bus will 

take you directly into the center of Hiroshima. Buses leave both Kure Station and 
the Hiroshima Bus Center (from Bay #6) and stop running earlier than the train – 
around 10:30 pm on weeknights and 10:00 pm on weekends. If you live closer to 

City Hall, there’s also a bus stop in front of Edion. Sometimes during the day, 
buses will begin from Aga Station, too. When checking the bus schedule, make 

sure Aga is listed. 

Buses to Sogo Bus Center also sometimes leave from Hiro station. The return bus 
from Hiroshima to Kure will either stop at Hiro or Hondori Roku-chome, so make 
sure you know where the end of the line is if you are trying to get back to Hiro! 

A bus runs to and from Hiroshima airport several times a day for ¥1,340 and takes 

a little over an hour. It will pick up along the route between Kure and Aga, but on 
the return to Kure, you must request for the driver to stop at “Shinhiro” if you 

would like to get off there. 



By Ferry 

An alternative way to travel into Kure is by ferry. The port is located adjacent to 

the Yamato Museum, behind Youme Town. On given days, Kure Port services var-
ious ports in Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu. More importantly, Kure is a stop on 

both the Hiroshima-Imabari and Hiroshima-Matsuyama ferry lines. There are two 
services: standard and an express hydrofoil.  The hydrofoil is rather expensive – 
usually twice the price of a standard fare – but it goes twice as fast as the  stan4 -

dard ferry, saving quite a lot of time. For some of the islands in close proximity to 
Kure such as Etajima, there are extremely cheap ferries servicing the port. The 

schedule for the ferry is also more infrequent than both the trains and buses. 

By Car 

If you choose to travel from Hiroshima to Kure by car you can to take the Hi-
roshima/Kure Road, but it is a toll road. For no toll, you can also choose to take 

coastal Route 31, which takes a little longer but offers beautiful views of the Seto 
Inland Sea. If coming to Kure from the north, there is a free expressway from Hi-
gashi-Hiroshima, the best route to connect to the national inter-prefectural ex-

pressways. Anyone who is choosing to drive in Kure needs to understand that 
parking in and around the city is expensive. 

Getting Around within Kure 

Walking from one side of central Kure to the other side takes about 20 or 30 min-

utes, so many people simply walk or cycle to get where they’re going. Watch out 
for cars driving on the sidewalk! . Kure has a city bus service, based near Kure 

Station. The city bus can take you to most of the outlying suburbs. Schedule in-
formation (in Japanese only) can be found at hiroden.co.jp/bus/rosen under the 
“呉市エリア” tab on the left. Youme Town also offers a short loop around the city.  

Standard fare for the Youme Town bus is ¥100 for any distance. Taxis are also 

readily available in front of most train stations, and usually there are small taxi 
stands in each neighborhood. Fares can add up quickly! The average fair from 

Kure Station to City Hall (a 15-minute walk) is around ¥1,000. 

http://www.hiroden.co.jp/bus/rosen


Amenities & Shopping 

Kure International Center         [City Hall] 

The International Center is there to help with your transition to Japan. They offer 
foreign language classes and maintain a small library of videos, foreign books and 
magazines. They can help navigate through the bureaucracy to set up utilities, 

help connect you to various interests around the city, and generally be there for 
tender caring support. If you’re feeling adventurous, try volunteering for weekend 

one-on-one Japanese/English conversations with locals. It’s a fast way to learn 
about Japan, not to mention some Japanese. Throughout the year, they also host 
several cultural events. It’s easily found on the first floor of the new city hall. 

Post Office      [Main Kure Branch: #45; Main Hiro Branch: #H24]  

Japanese post offices are multifaceted institutions, not only servicing a person’s 
postal needs but also providing savings accounts and insurance. If you wish to 

open a postal account, Kure’s main post office is located three blocks directly in 
front of Kure Station. There is also a small post office located near the Kure 

Taikukan and Tsubaki Kaikan. Hiro’s main branch is near Shinhiro Station. The 
desks are open until 6:00 pm (smaller branches until 4:00 pm), but the ATMs are 
available much later. You can also send money back to your home country or 

bank account by means of wire transfer (furikomi) which there will be a small fee 
charged.  

If you receive an attempted delivery notice, simply call the number or scan the QR 
code on the slip. You can often collect it directly from the post office. Make sure 
to bring your residence card. 

(Kure: 0823-21-8805; Hiro: 0823-71-7856) 



Library                      [#36] 

The Kure City Library is located on Kuramoto Dori – the same road as Coco's and 

MosBurger. It obviously caters more to the Japanese reader, but there are some 
English books available. Please check for further details. (0823-21-3014) There are 

also smaller libraries located at each local community center, but none carry Eng-
lish material. 

Banks                [Hiroshima Bank: #33 and #H27] 

Hiroshima Bank “Hirogin” has several large branches in Kure. The larger ones are 

located in front of Kure Station, on Hondori, inside City Hall, at Hiro Kousaten, and 
three blocks north of the Kure BOE. ATMs are everywhere, too – look for the blue, 
red, and yellow logo. The banks are open until 4:00 pm, although use of their 

ATMs continues until 7:00 pm. The JP Post Office offers ATMs for withdrawals 
from several accounts, including international ones. Most convenience stores will 

have ATMs open 24 hours a day. Unlike the Post Office, all other ATMs are only in 
Japanese. 

Renga Dori 

Once the main shopping arcade of Kure, Renga Dori still contains some specialty 

shops and tons of bars and pachinko. The street runs through the middle of the 
city, and is easily recognizable by its red brick pedestrian-friendly road and re-
tractable roof. 

Hiro Shoutengai 

More populous but also more domestic, Hiro Shoutengai has many more shops, 
little grocers, and only a few pachinko parlors. The brick road begins at Hiro 
Kousaten and runs for about a kilometer until the shops turn into houses and 

apartments. Along with the specialty shops, Aeon, Nafco, and a Fujisan grocery 
store are all located on or near there.  



Youme Town   

A cross between a shopping mall and a mega-superstore, Youme Town offers a 

wide variety of household items, clothing, groceries, and media. It’s not always 
the cheapest, but it’s convenient for one-stop shopping. Larger stores include 

ABC Mart (shoes), YoumeMart (groceries), Life Next (household), Muji (minimalist 
household and clothing), Right On (clothing), and Rodeo (clothing) Suits Company 
(business wear). Since its opening in 2004, it has become the universal destination 

for consumers and loiterers alike – prepare to see your kids and their parents. 

Recre  

Located between Kure Station and Youme Town, with a walkway connecting the 
three, Recre contains several retail shops and restaurants, including Uniqlo (cloth-

ing), Daiso (¥100 store), and Futaba Tosho (CD/DVD/media). The upper floors have 
restaurants and a fantastic onsen. 

Nafco             [#62, #H8 and in Ondo] 

Where suburbanites go to get their daily goods, Nafco is a grocery, hardware, and 

(small) furniture store. If you’re in need of general hardware supplies or cheap 
household goods, this place should have it – located west of Kure near Kawaraishi 

Station. Larger stores with more furnishings are in Hiro, sandwiched between the 
shopping arcade named Hiro Shoutengai and Route 375; in Yasuura, on Route 34 
one block north of Yasuura Elementary School; and on Kurahashi Island, on 

Route 487 south of Ondo. There is a large furniture superstore (Nafco Two-One 
Style) located a short walk from Koyaura station. 

UFO “ユーホー” Home Center           

[#H14] 

Larger than Nafco, UFO is a hardware superstore, along with a large home store 

and full grocery store next door. If the smaller hardware stores are disappointing, 
or you're looking for a specific tool, it should be here. It’s located one intersection 

north and east of Hiro Station. (0823-73-9313) 



Juntendo                   [In Ondo] 

Similar to UFO in Hiro, Juntendo is largely a hardware and houseware store, along 

with a small grocery. The only Kure location is on Kurahashi Island in Ondo, off of 
Route 487. (0823-50-0006)  

Nitori                     [#H19] 

Opened in 2010, the chain store Nitori has immediately fascinated the local popu-

lation. Similar to Ikea, it offers cheap, modern furniture and dorm-like household 
items. It’s not easy to get to on foot, though. It’s located between Aga and Hiro, 

right next to the Kurose River, a little west of Shinhiro Station. (0823-71-9171) 

¥100 Shops      [Daiso: #34, #H6, in Recre, in Yasuura; Meets: #29] 

The are too many ¥100 shops in Kure to count! The largest around is the national 
chain Daiso, with several stores: on the fourth and fifth floor of the Segami build-

ing on Renga Dori, in Recre, across from Hiro Station, opposite the university in 
Hiro and in Yasuura. Smaller stores include Meets, located in the Popolo building 
on Renga Dori and in the Fujisan grocery near Aga Station and on Hiro Shouten-

gai. 

Supermarkets                      

[Izumi: #28, Youme Town, in Kawajiri and Yasuura; Crest: Kure Station; Nice Mu-
rakami: #14; Fresta: #H14 and in Kegoya] 

The largest and probably most popular supermarket in Kure is YouMe Mart locat-
ed inside Youme Town. Other YouMe Mart stores are located in Kawajiri, Aga, Ku-

rahashi and in Yasuura. Crest is also a larger grocery located within Kure Station. 
For those living closer to City Hall, there are several smaller markets off of Renga 
Dori, as well as Nice Murakami, on Hondori. In Hiro there are many large grocery 

stores (including one at Nafco), but the nicest may be the Fresta, near Hiro Sta-
tion. Another Fresta is located in Kegoya, near Ondo. On Kurahashi Island, the 

largest store is Sangaku, located near the Ondo Bridge. There is also a Kure-
founded grocery chain called Fujisan, located in several areas of town. It’s recog-
nizable by its flower symbol and usually only written in kanji “藤三”. 



Electronics                  [Edion: #15 and #H29] 

For any electronic needs, Edion is it. The Kure location is five blocks from Kure 

Station, and the Hiro store is just east of Hiro Station. For larger purchases like 
digital cameras and personal computers, there are better Edion stores and Yama-

da Denki in Hiroshima City.  

Furniture            [F-Depot: #8; Interior Taiyo: #54; Erumoru Recycle: #10 and 

#H33] 

Along with Nitori, here are a few furniture shops on Hondori that offer delivery to 

your home. Be aware that they do not have English-speaking staff on hand. F-De-
pot has a large range of furniture including sofas, beds and dining room tables all 
for really low prices. The second shop Interior Taiyo, located further south on 

Hondori, is a larger retail store. It offers more choices, but it costs a lot! The third 
shop, Erumoru Recycle, deals in used items, but they carry some furniture and 

household goods. There are two locations: one close to F-Depot and one in Hiro. 

Hairdressers         [Leis Hair,Base Hair: #7, Air: #51] 

As with many Japanese cities, Kure definitely does not have a shortage of hair-
dressers, salons, and barbershops. The most popular among JETs are Leis Hair 

(0823-27-8722) – down the street from the BOE, Base Hair (0823-26-5557) – a few 
blocks from City Hall, near Sanwa – and Air (0823-22-9000) – off Sanjo Dori, west 
of Kure Station. While they only speak Japanese, Leis and Base have an incredibly 

friendly staff. Air offers a friendly atmosphere with a laid-back staff, and a few are 
working on their English. Prices vary at each shop, but a shampoo, cut, shave 

(guys), and massage will cost around ¥4,000 to ¥6,000.  However, a simple cut 
can cost as little as ¥1400. 

Travel Agencies 

There are several travel agencies in Kure. JTB (0823-21-9311) is the largest and 

deals with both international and domestic travel. With several locations around 
the city, the two largest are opposite the post office and inside Youme Town. 
Most have English speakers on staff.  Near Kure Station are two other agencies 

that typically deal with domestic travel. They do not have any English speaking 
abilities; however they do offer great domestic travel packages. 



Liquor, Wine & Beer                  [Yamashiroya: #49] 

Each grocery store carries a limited selection of alcohol, the best being special 
shops located in Kure Station, Sumida-ya in Shinhiro and the Fresta in Hiro. For 

those of you with a bit more expensive tastes or are flat out sick of drinking Asahi 
Super Dry, Yamashiroya (0823-21-2722) is here to serve you. Located near the 
rail-crossing end of Hondori, this import liquor store offers a wide selection of 

sake, umeshu, wine, and imported beers (including some from Belgium, Great 
Britain, and Germany). They can also order almost any spirits you could want. 

Cinemas                 [Eiga Popolo: #29] 

Kure has one sad movie theatre, Eiga Popolo. Located on the fourth floor of the 

Popolo building on Renga Dori, it shows first run Japanese films and sometimes 
Western ones (usually dubbed in Japanese). Honestly, you’re better taking the 

train to Tenjingawa Station and going to Wald Cinema at the Diamond City Soleil 
Mall for a better Western movie theater experience. Most theaters in Japan cost 
¥1,800 per person, but there are also ¥1,000 specials, such as “boys” or “girls” 

days, or the first day of the month. 

Movie Rentals    [Futaba: in Recre and #H29; Soft Pia: #39; Geo: #H11] 

Futaba, located in Recre, offers CD and DVD/Blu-Ray rental. A membership is re-
quired, so bring your proof of residency (shomesho or gaijin card). Three blocks 

north of Kure Station there is another store with only movies, named Soft Pia 
(0823-24-0330). In Hiro, Futaba (0823-73-1128) is just east of Hiro Station. Geo 

(0823-73-1766) also offers movie rentals, along with games and manga. All the 
stores offer many current Western releases and an extensive collection of Ja-
panese, Korean and Anime titles. Soft Pia is owned by Futaba, so if you have a 

membership to one, you can go to both. Geo is a separate company. 



Internet/Manga Café                 [Red Com: #41] 

Recognized by its castle-like roof, Red Com (0823-24-7340) may be the only In-

ternet/manga café in town. To use their computers, you must become a member. 
Bring your passport and proof of residency (shomesho or gaijin card), and it costs 

¥100 plus about ¥500 per hour. The staff is generally friendly to foreigners, but 
when they’re busy, they can sometimes be pretty unapproachable. Don’t take it 
personally – they’re that way to everyone. You can also bring your own computer, 

but don’t forget a network cable. Printers are also available.  

Recycle Shops        [Erumoru: #10 and #H33; Manga Souko: #H30] 

There are many independent recycle shops in Kure, including Erumoru Recycle 
(details are listed in Furniture) and Nakama, also on Hondori – look for the large 
Gamera. One dealing in more used media is Manga Souko (0823-76-6636). Their 

giant black building looks intimidating, but it’s filled with all sorts of clothes and 
“otaku” bric-à-brac.  

Bicycle Stores    [Kane Nori: #48; Niyama Cycle: #44, Okamura Cycle: #H4] 

While getting around the city on foot is easy, most prefer to ride a bike. A decent 
new chari – a commuter bike with a basket and built-in stand – can cost around 

¥10,000 to ¥25,000, but they’re worth it in time saved. While Youme Town has a 
small bike shop, the local shops have a much better selection of quality bikes, and 

occasionally used ones. Kane Nori (0823-23-2727, located near Youtsu Doro, of-
fers all sorts of commuter bikes.  

In Hiro, Cycle Base Asahi has a wide range and good service and another small 

shop is located on Hiroshoutengai. For sportier track bikes, Niyama Cycle 
(0823-21-4458) is off Sanjo Dori, west of Kure Station. Okamura Cycle 

(0823-71-7377 or okamura-cycle.com) is located in Hiro, on Hiro Shoutengai, and 
has the largest selection of road and mountain bikes in Kure. If you purchase a 
bike from them, each local shop usually offers free (or relatively cheap) labor for 

maintenance and air refills.   

Churches       [Catholic Parish: #21; Kure Revival Center: #11] 

Kure has several churches. The Catholic Parish (0823-21-5464) is located a few 
blocks behind F-Depot, in the Washo neighborhood. It has an English service at 
12:00 noon on Sundays. The Kure Revival Center Church (0823-21-8904) is next 

to the 7-11 opposite the Kure Chuo Park. Each has listings of the denomination 
and times of service. Check the International Exchange Square for additional in-

formation. 

http://www.okamura-cycle.com


Health 

Hospitals                [National Kure: #61; Kure Kyosai: #38; Chugoku Rousai: #H34] 

Kure has two large hospitals: the National Kure Hospital, (0823-22-3111, 青山町3
丁目1番), and Kure Kyosai Hospital, (0823-22-2111, 西中央2丁目3番). The large 
hospital in Hiro is behind Shinhiro Station: Chugoku Rousai Hospital, 
(0823-72-7171, 広多賀谷1丁目5番).  

Each has a few English-speaking doctors, but they may possibly charge you extra 
money if you do not have a letter of approval from another doctor. These are usu-
ally for emergencies only, and clinics with various specialties are recommended. 

In Hiro, there are a few general clinics, but few that have English speakers. 
Fukuoka Clinic not far from Hiroshoutengai (0823-71-7013) have very helpful staff. 

For dermatology Mori dermatology and allergy clinic, north of Saizeriya on Univer-
sity Drive (0823-74-4112) is good and can refer you to a specialist for surgeries.  

If you have ear, throat or respiratory problems, Ueda Clinic, on Route 185, near 

Hiro Park can provide specialist treatment. Nanairo Dentist, north of the University 
in Shinhiro (0823-76-5581) has a very modern clinic and helpful staff for reason-

able prices. 

Doctors/Clinics     [Masaoka: #56; Tanaka and Mochizuki: #53; Kimura Ganka] 

An alternative to the hospitals is the Masaoka Clinic (0823-21-1801; 本通り1丁目5
番14号), which has an English-speaking doctor on staff and is located near the 
railway bridge on Hondori. It is closed on Sundays and Thursday afternoons.  

The Tanaka Ladies Clinic (0823-22-1321; 中央1丁目5番28号) does not have any 
English speakers on staff; however they do prescribe oral contraceptives.  

Mochizuki (0823-32-2266; 中央1丁目5番15号) is a dermatologist located just 
south of Coco's.  

Kimura Ganka (0823-22-5544; 中通2丁目3番28号) is a local optician, but they 
don’t speak English.  

Located across from Kure Station, Kure Eki Mae Dental (0823-26-7766; 四中央1丁
目6番2号) is a good dentist office with some English-speaking staff.  

For sports-related injuries and a rehabilitation clinic, Kure Orthopedics Sports 
Clinic (0823-32-6611) is on the fourth floor of Recre. There is no English-speaking 
staff, but they are patient and understanding with some cooperation. 



Pharmacies        [Tomato: #56; Wants: #28, #H5, #H31, and in Ondo] 

Tomato Pharmacy has an English-speaking pharmacist on hand. It is located next 

to the Masaoka Clinic, but please note they are also closed on Sundays. Like 
Masaoka and Tomato, most pharmacies are close by to clinics, and they can work 

jointly. Wants, in the Izumi building off of Renga Dori, can serve almost any over-
the-counter medications you may need. Other locations include Hiro, one at the 
northern end of Hiro Shoutengai and one on Route 185, and Ondo, on Route 487. 

There are also smaller over-the-counter pharmacies located around Renga Dori 
and in Youme Town. 



Sports & Recreation 

Gyms   [Kure City Gym: #16; Oak Arena: #H13; Niko Gym: #6; Tsubaki: #9; Pearle: 

#34] 

Kure City Gymnasium is located next to Chuo Koen and City Hall. It’s regularly 
used for school functions and weekend events, but it’s not usually open to the 
public. Oak Arena in Hiro is similar – a big gym, used for events – but it does also 
offer a training room. There are a few gyms with workout facilities around the city, 
though. Near the Kure Baseball Stadium is Kure Sports Kaikan, Niko Gym 
(0823-25-5722), which offers yearly memberships for approximately ¥23,000 or 
¥7,300 for 90-days. The facilities are not too modern, but it’s cheap.  

Oak Arena’s Training Room (0823-74-0909) is relatively modern, and offers similar 
rates - ¥6,900 for three months.  

A gym on the top floor of the Tsubaki Kaikan (near city hall) can be reserved for 
basketball, badminton, or other activities.  

Pearle is located on Renga Dori, on the sixth floor of the Segami building, and of-
fers light training, too. 

Along with traditional gym formats, Kure offers a wide array of Martial Arts dojos 
and dance classes. Ask the International Center for further details. 

Guts (ガッツ) is a climbing gym in Hiro. About 200m east of Hiro station. After 
paying the signup fee you can climb relatively cheap (¥1200 for 2 hours) and gear 
can be hired for about ¥500. The staff are very helpful and have a fairly good 
grasp of English having lived abroad. 

Niko Baseball Stadium               [#5] 

The baseball stadium regularly host games during the summer. The Hiroshima 
Carp also play at the stadium about once a season. 

Running Track                 
[#6] 

The running track is located near the baseball stadium. It’s free to use. 



Road and Cross-country Running 

This region is perfect for longer distance running with many stunning coastal 

roads and some mountain runs for those up for a challenge. Courses can include 
waterfalls, gorges and incredible viewpoints. Every year, the Kure Tobishima 

Marathon is held in February. It is a full marathon with a 10km option available. 
The course runs the islands near Kawajiri in eastern Kure and offers some of the 
best views of the Seto Inland Sea. 

Pools              [Niko Pool: #4; Hiro Heated Pool: #H20] 

Niko Pool and water park is under renovation from Fall 2016 until summer 2018.  

The Hiro Heated Pool is located near Shinhiro Station. Open year-round, it costs 
¥400 per person. 

Tennis Courts             [#3 and #H10] 

Tennis courts are located across from Niko Stadium and next to Shiratake Junior 
High School in Hiro. The Niko Courts (0823-22-1264) are open from 9:00 am until 
5:00 pm, but call or stop by the office at Niko Gym to schedule a time to play. The 

Hiro Loan Courts (0823-72-1102) is a part of a private club, but they offer tennis 
lessons and reservations can be made if you join. 

  

Major Field Batting Center          [#59] 

Behind Kure Station there is an indoor sports center. On the first floor there are 

batting cages for practicing baseball, and upstairs there are facilities providing 
soccer, tennis, air hockey, and video games. (0823-20-1189) 

Bowling                 [Marine Bowl: #63; 10 Point: #H32] 

Located a block from the ferry port and next to Youme Town, Marine Bowl (0823-

23-373) is on the third floor of the building with the giant bowling pin outside. 
Games usually cost around ¥500 per person, per game and an additional ¥300 for 

shoe rental.  



Restaurants 

“Family” Restaurants   

   [Coco’s: #40 and #H22, Jolly Pasta: #40; Joyful: #52 and #H2; Skylark Gusto: #2] 

Coco’s, along with Jolly Pasta, is located on Kuramoto Dori, and a lonely Coco’s is 
near Shinhiro Station (Kure: 0823-32-2231, Hiro: 0823-76-5611). Joyful is across 

the street from the KFC in Kure and in northwestern Hiro (Kure: 0823-32-1185, 
Hiro: 0823-76-5018).  

Joyful and Coco’s are cheap and offer unlimited trips to the drink bar. They serve 
standard western and Japanese food. Jolly Pasta is a reasonably priced Italian 
food restaurant with a wide variety of pasta dishes and cracker crust pizzas.  

Skylark Gusto (0823-32-7241) is located a few blocks north of Edion. Similarly to 
Coco’s, it has good and cheap diner food.  

On the third floor of Youme Town, there is a row of family restaurants, including 
kaiten-zushi. Saizeriya pasta and Joyfull can be found on University Drive about 
1km from Coco’s in the Shinhiro area. 

Fast Food   [Lotteria: Kure Station; KFC: #55; MosBurger: #27 and #H7; McDon-
alds: #29] 

Kure has a number of fast food establishments: Lotteria is in Kure Station, KFC is 

located near Kure Station, and MosBurger restaurants are on Kuramoto Dori (near 
the library) and in Hiro (on Route 375). McDonalds is located on Renga Dori.  

There are also numerous Honke Kamadoya bento stands in and around Kure that 
sell tasty bentos for cheap prices. Youme Town has a food court that includes 
Mister Donut, Starbucks, Baskin Robbins, Tullys, another MosBurger, and some 

Japanese fast food places with omrice, takoyaki, udon, etc.  



Kaiten-zushi (Conveyor Belt Sushi)      [Sushi Sen: #59; Kurukuru: #H9; Sasabe: 
#22 & #H18] 

Behind Kure Station is Sushi Sen (0823-32-3155), an excellent Kaiten-zushi place. 
Dishes range in price from extremely cheap (¥180) to moderately expensive 

(¥500). Step inside another time, think “old school”, and try Kurukuru 
(0823-73-2555). The interior hasn’t changed in 50 years, but the people are nice 
and sushi is good and cheap.  

Marinepolis Sasabe is a large chain with two Kure locations: one is located at the 
northern end of Renga Dori (Kure: 0823-32-2012), and one is located off of Route 

185 (Hiro: 0823-76-6640). If you don’t see what you want on the conveyor, ask the 
chefs and they will make it and serve you directly. 

Kappa Zushi in Hiro, across the street from Mos Burger on Route 375, opened in 
the Fall of 2016 and is an order only kaitenzushi place. Everything is handled by 
tablet, with pictures and prices making for an easy ordering experience, despite 
the lack of English menus. Most items are only 100 yen! 

Yakiniku (Japanese Barbeque)     [Daifuku: #59; Gochi Niku: #31; Buchi: #25 and 

#H26] 

Across the parking lot from Sushi Sen, there’s Daifuku (0823-32-7298). It’s a fami-

ly-style yakiniku restaurant with great portions and delicious meat. Because it’s 
popular among families and large parties, the wait time could be a little long.  

Gochi Niku (0823-32-2929) is closer to the center of town. It’s recently changed 

management, and they currently run many sales, including all you can eat and all 
you can drink. That makes it cheap, but sometimes it’s scary cheap.  

For a uniquely western Japanese experience, Buchi (Kure: 0823-23-2929; Hiro: 
0823-75-2929) offers both yakiniku and horumon – chewy, marinated beef or pork 
intestines. 

One of the larger chains in Japan, Gyu-kaku, is located near Daiso in Shin Hiro. 
It’s a very popular restaurant, so reservations are necessary. A recent addition to 

Hiro is Jyan Jyaka between University drive and the north end of Hiroshoutengai. 



Izakaya (Japanese Pub)     [Za-Watami: #35; Wara Wara: #43; Hakkenden: #12] 

Izakayas have small, cheap dishes that you order a la carte along with incredibly 

large beers. There are tons of little izakayas all around town which you can find 
easily. 

The chain restaurant Za-Watami (0823-32-3035) offers seating for large parties, 
and weekly specials. While it’s overpriced, workers will occasionally stand outside 
with coupons.  

For a meal that you are going to pay for the atmosphere instead of the food, go to 
Wara Wara (0823-22-1988). It is located on one of the corners of Renga Dori. One 

more chain izakaya is Hakkenden (0823-24-6232). Be aware that on Friday and 
Saturday nights, typically most izakayas are serving a packed house. 

Okonomiyaki (Fried “Whatever You’d Like” Heaven)       [Jun: #12; Tokugawa: #32] 

Hiroshima Prefecture is the place for okonomiyaki. US News and World Report 

called Hiroshima-style okonomiyaki (a pizza/pancake-looking dish with batter, 
soba or udon noodles, cabbage, smothered in barbeque sauce) one of the best 
“pizzas” in the world. Similarly to pizza, toppings and items inside can change de-

pending on the shop. The choices of places to eat this in Kure are uncountable. 
Jun (0823-24-6597) – near Tsubaki Kaikan – is a good example of standard 

okonomiyaki fare. The woman that runs it keeps banker’s hours, though – usually 
from 11:00 am to 5:00 pm – but take-out is available. If you want to try the Kan-
sai-style (minus noodles and with everything mixed together) check out Tokugawa 

(0823-23-8889) between Hondori and Renga Dori. There, you’ll make it at your ta-
ble and eat it off the griddle.  

Machan, located in Aga is a Hiroshima-style okonomiyaki shop that sits about 12. 
It is open until 9, and makes great okonomiyaki.  

One of Kure’s most famous okonomiyaki restaurants is Ruru on the southern side 
of Hiro Kousaten, about 5 minutes from Shinhiro station. 



Ramen and Udon              [Ryuu: #57; Ryumen: #22; Maru: #H16] 

Both ramen and udon aren’t widely popular in this region, but there are a few 

small shops around. A few minutes from Kure Station, Ryuu (0823-24-6692) has 
the best ramen and udon in the city. Try the special Kure-only thin udon – Ryuu’s 

specialty. Another good place is Ryumen (0823-25-2622), on Renga Dori. Located 
on the second floor, this ramen shop is open late (usually around 4:00 am) and 
has an amazing curry ramen. A cheap option in Hiro is Maru (0823-71-3563), lo-

cated a block north of Shinhiro Station. Gaba in Shinhiro and Mutsugorou are 
worth a visit. 

Japanese Curry 

Kure also has its own famous local curry chain, Keyton Curry. There are branches 
in Kure, Hiro and Gohara, and in addition to irresistible curry that is served with 
saffron rice, they make a very respectable hamburger. The challenge is ordering 
the burger you went there to get while you can smell the curry simmering in the 
kitchen. 

Yatai Dori               [On Kuramoto 
Dori] 

For a truly Asian experience, head down to Kuramoto Dori where every evening 
the streets are lined with yatais – tent restaurants with cozy seating for five to ten. 

Each serves something different ranging from traditional Japanese fare 
(okonomiyaki, ramen, etc.) to even more traditional Japanese fare (oden, soba, 
etc). They stay open late, too, usually closing up and wheeling away around sun-

rise. 

Pizza      [Pizza Royal Hat: #13 and #H15; California 101: #62; Pizza Nalipo: in 
Kure Chuo] 

The only pizza delivery in Kure is brought to you by Royal Pizza Hat (Kure: 

0823-21-8855; Hiro: 0823-76-5488). Although some of the combos are funky 
(corn, salmon, and mayonnaise anyone?), it is the closest thing to a steamy, hot 

pie being delivered to your home that you can find in Kure. Take-out is also avail-
able.  

For those craving a more authentic slice should make the trip to California 101 

Pizza (0823-21-6334). Located just off Route 31, it offers a few familiar combos 



along side the Japanese favorites. It’s great but expensive, and they don’t deliver. 
Take-out is OK, and they’re closed on Mondays.  

Even more authentic is Pizza Nalipo (0823-27-3163), located in Central Kure. This 
small pizzeria is run by an Italian-trained chef who specializes in true Neapolitan 

brick-oven pizzas. (Side note: pepperoni is usually called “Italian salami”.) 

Rasoi (Kure Central) & Maya (Hiro): (Indian)            [#18, and #H23] 

Real, spicy, delicious Indian cuisine, with a great chicken tikka masala and cheese 
naan. Great for groups of 6-8 to attend, both cater for take-away and has fantas-

tic lunch sets. The mango lassi is also recommended. Rasoi is located across 
from City Hall on the 2nd floor of the building on the corner), Maya is located on 
the main road in Hiro, a five minute walk from Shinhiro station (0823-74-3079). 

Buonasera (Italian)              [#37] 

The best Italian restaurant in Kure is run by a Japanese chef who has tried to 
bring real authentic Italian dishes to Kure. It’s a beautiful and intimate place, but 
reservations are required. Fresh ingredients, fantastic flavors and great wine 

makes this a truly pleasurable dining experience. (0823-22-0365) 

Chinese [Casablanca “Yuri Hana”: # 37; Tokuran: #28] 

On the north end of Renga Dori, Casablanca is the closest Kure offers to real Chi-
nese food – there’s a lot of Japanese-influenced places around, but this one’s ac-

tually run by Chinese folks. The ginger roast, fried rice, and Szechuan chicken are 
recommended.  (0823-21-8506).  Just around the corner from Wants on Renga 

Dori is Tokuran (0823-24-0888).  Although a bit on the expensive side, Tokuran of-
fers a large variety of Chinese dishes and also does take out.   

Itawalia (Italian and Japanese)          [#47] 

Around the corner from Kei's Country House is Benvenuti, which specializes in 

both Japanese and Italian cuisine.  They offer private booths for small groups and 
can also host larger parties provided reservations are made beforehand.  
(0823-32-1181) 



Bakushukan Clair – Naval Beer (Japanese/Brewhouse)       

[#58] 

One of the best places to go with a group in Kure, Naval Beer is a microbrewery 

that sells several types of Kure Beer. It’s located next to the International Ex-
change Square along the river. Great deals on nomihodai and tabehodai (all you 
can eat and drink), and outdoor tables on the river in summer. (0823-26-9191 or 

kurebeer.com) 

Subaru – Naval Coffee                               [#43 and #H12] 

For the most expensive coffee you’ll ever see, check out Subaru along Renga Dori 
or Hiro Shoutengai. The coffee’s pricey, but it’s amazing. They sell daily blends to 

drink outside, and there’s a tiny café next door. They offer whole beans, grounds, 
and various gift sets.  

(Kure: 0120-02-7730; Hiro: 0823-72-2723) 

Café Yaro                            

[#H21]bus 

There are too many coffee shops to count, but this dainty shop is a little different 

from the rest. Located directly across from Shinhiro Station, this college hang-out 
is a good place have a sandwich and coffee set and chat. (0823-72-8838) 

Pan Building: Jidorishokudo, Ninnikuya, and Katsuichi       
[#31] 

The five story building located on Kuramoto Dori is packed with restaurants: Ji-
dorishokudo (0823-24-3352), with yakiniku chango-nabe (hearty stew eaten by 
sumo wrestlers);  

Ninnikuya (0823-24-2298), a garlic restaurant; and a couple of other Japanese 
restaurants including Katsuichi (0823-23-1161), available for large parties. 

http://www.kurebeer.com


Kuroki Café              [#24] 

This little café on Renga Dori serves up a massive omrice.  They also offer lunch 

sets that include dessert.  Be aware, however, that Kuroki fills up fast during lunch 
hours. 

Cafe Gris Gris  

Located close to Aga Station. Slightly pricey if you order ala carte, this family-run 
restaurant has great set menus and features vaguely European dishes, including 
pasta. There is also an all you can eat homemade bread bar, featuring chiffon 
cake and whipped cream. They also serve a variety of coffee and tea drinks. 
https://goo.gl/maps/VUh2oQcdMAy 

Japanese Bakeries 

Anderson 

In Kure Station and in YouMe Town, you can find outposts of Hiroshima's most 
famous bakery (which has expanded out of Japan to California and Hawaii), An-
derson. Pricey but delicious! 

Kokokara 

Kure's most successful local bakery is Kokokara, with three locations, one close 
to city hall, one next to the Tully's in Renga Dori, and one in Hiro just north of the 
Coco's. All feature tasty baked goods and free coffee and orange juice for cus-
tomers.  

https://goo.gl/maps/VUh2oQcdMAy


Bars 

Café 8                [#31] 

If you’re into skateboarding, bicycles, or pseudo-metal/punk California culture, 
there’s Café 8. The owner, Takashi, has a limited but diverse selection of imported 
beer, and for the price of a few drinks he’ll help you with hip Japanese while work-

ing on his English.  

Memories             [#23] 

Memories is a well-known snack bar throughout the foreign community. A very 
confined space, it nevertheless has a well stocked bar and huge beer mugs for a 

reasonable price. Customers are charged 100 yen per song a drink purchase is 
required – no loitering! 

Memphis Gang Café           [#37] 

Memphis has plenty of seating and a great staff ready to party. The food is deli-

cious and the portions are generous – try the cheeseburger!  They occasionally 
have live music on weekends and the owner loves chatting to you in English. 

Times Shot Bar            [#26] 

For an upscale atmosphere to match the upscale drinks served, there’s Times. 

Located on Rengadori, the owner keeps unpredictable hours, although it’s usually 
open after 8:00 pm each night. You’ll find an amazing assortment of whiskey, 

liquor, and imported beers.  Unfortunately with such an upscale selection, the 
prices match. Nevertheless, it’s a wonderful place to end an evening out. 

Calm Café             [#46] 

Calm Café’s dim lighting and warm décor draws in the younger crowd.  There is a 
small cover charge, but Calm Café is a great way to end a quiet evening. 



Mouton               [#43] 

Mouton is the go to bar for wine.  Order a single glass or, if you’re feeling adven-

turous, just choose a bottle from the wall by the entrance.  Although primarily a 
wine bar, they also serve other drinks and a small selection of food. 

Luce Trattoria Bar              [#H1] 

Relatively new and in a newly developed area of Hiro, this is a trendy bar that of-

fers respite from the other suburban traps. Similar to Café 8, it offers a full bar and 
a hip, cozy atmosphere. Catering to a young crowd, they offer pasta specials and 

cake sets. 

Café Roxy                 [#H25] 

Up the stairs in a building near Hiro Kousaten, on the Shoutengai, there’s Café 
Roxy. The owner’s goal is to make a “street”, retro-New York vibe, with a great 

collection of hip-hop vinyl. They also support the local Kure music scene, so DJs 
will sometimes stop by.  Also a good spot if you are craving a burger. 

Karaoke   [Billy the Kid: #24; MisKara: #30 and #H28; Karaoke Ban! Ban!: #30] 

Tiny bars and snack clubs usually sport the karaoke, but it’s not really foreigner-

friendly crowd.   Instead, large establishments catering exclusively to karaoke are 
the places to go. There, you rent a room and pay per person per hour. They usual-
ly will have a large English selection and offer over-priced drinks or food service. 

Billy the Kid is located on Renga Dori, and are the best bets for loud, drunken 
singing. Another MisKara is located across from Hiro Station.  Karaoke Ban! Ban! 

also offers darts and pool for those needing a break from singing. 



Museums 

Yamato Museum & JMSDF Submarine Museum         

[#65] 

A museum dedicated to the ever-lasting memory of the Yamato Battleship – one 
of the largest war ships ever assembled at the time – which was constructed in 

Kure. English language translation is available. Across from the Yamato Museum 
and next to Youme Town, the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force Submarine 

Museum is free to visit. Along with a history lesson on mine-sweeping, you can 
tour a real submarine. 

Irifuneyama Museum and Kure Art Gallery          
[#60] 

Both the museum and gallery are located twenty minutes walk from Kure Station 
and are worth a visit. The Kure Art Gallery is home to the city’s prized Renoir and 
the Irifuneyama houses a shrine dedicated to the Yamamoto Battleship. Admis-

sion fees vary, and they are closed on Mondays. 



Beaches  

Ten minutes away from Kure by train towards Hiroshima is Karugahama Beach. 
The beach is easily accessible from Karugahama Station – only three stops west 

of Kure Station – and has an “adventure” playground to go with the surf and sand. 
Note: It’s only officially open during July and August, but is still open to non-
swimmers other months.  

Another beach resort is Kenmin-no-hama Beach. Located on the island of Kama-
gari, there is a hotel, salt museum, and an observatory nearby. It’s also only offi-

cially open from July to August, too, but people visit year-round.  

Kurahashi Island has a few beaches, including Katsuragahama Beach.  Along with 
the beach, there’s camping, an onsen, a museum chronicling the historical Chi-

nese envoys to Kure, and a shrine dating back 1,400 years. Both Kenmin-no-hama 
and Katsuragahama are accessible by bus, although for Kamagari Island you will 

need to change busses at Hiro Station. 



Hiking 

Kure is surrounded by hills, the most prominent is named Haigamine and has a 
white observation deck on the summit. You can either walk or drive there, and the 

views are spectacular. The walk takes about 90 minutes to two hours to reach.  

Another great place to hike is Mount Norosan. On the eastern outskirts of Kure, it 

can be reached easily by train to Aki-Kawajiri Station. From there, the hike begins 
and takes a good two hours to reach. Norosan offers fantastic views and also has 

a shrine and a large camping spot at the top. Well worth the walk.  

Another trail worth an afternoon stroll is the road to Niko Gorge. From the base-

ball stadium, cross the river nearby and follow the gentle slope upwards, keeping 
the river on your right. This is one of the best places in Kure to view cherry blos-

soms in the spring. 

Another gorge, Nikyuukyou is located between Hiro and Gohara and the nearby 

waterfall is a great site, falling about 30 metres. Oozorayama near Aga station has 
the best view of Hiro and has a number of remnant bunkers from the war.  

Jyoyama (Iwayama) offers an amazing view of the countyside in Gohara and looks 
down to Hiro in the south and Saijo in the north. Get of at Hamadabashi or Go-

hara bus stop and go from there. 



Parks            [Kure Chuo: #17; Hiro: #H17; Citizens Sports Ground: #64; Ma-

rine: #62] 

Using the term park liberally, there are several parks in Kure, but they’re not the 

large green spaces you may be imagining. The first and main one is Kure Chuo 
Koen. Located close to the City Hall, it features a massive fountain and tiny 
grassy spots ideal for dog-walking, a drink in summer or a small game of frisbee.  

A second is Hiro Koen, a large family-friendly park located in the center of Hiro. 
There is a great playground and a nice green space for kids to run around.  

The third is Irifuneyama Koen – Citizens Sports Ground and is located on top of a 
hill at the southern end of Hondori, close to the railway bridge. It’s essentially a 
large flat dirt playing surface – this space may need to be reserved in advance 

because many school and local sports teams use the large spaces regularly 
throughout the year. The city makes the park lights available for late practices, 

but it costs ¥2,000 an hour. This can be reserved through the offices at the Kure 
City Gymnasium. 

A fourth park is Marine Park, found next to the Clayton Bay Hotel. A fifteen-

minute walk from Kure Station, the park space features a similar flat dirt surface 
as can be found at Irifuneyama but doesn’t require the space to be reserved. Ide-

al for soccer, rugby or games of ultimate frisbee. Be warned though, the space will 
be invaded by local baseball teams from time to time.  

Ondo Seto Park               

[#66] 

The legend says when Taira no Kiyomori ordered the straight between Kure and 

Kurahashi to be dug, he willed the sun from setting, thus completing the task in 
one day. To see where all the magic happened, go to the Ondo Seto Park. In the 
spring, it’s a great place to view cherry blossoms, and later the azaleas bloom 

around Ondo Bridge. It’s a great place to picnic while flower-viewing. 

Kure Portpia 

Once a theme park with a Ferris wheel, Kure Portpia has seen better days. That 
said, there’s still fun to be had. There are a few open spaces for soccer practice, 
along with playgrounds for the kids. Fishing is also very popular there. On most 

weekends, Portpia plays host to various functions: skateboarding, slot cars, vol-
leyball, etc. 



Onsens 

Yamato Onsen                      [In Recre] 

Onsen = relaxing bath in the buff. Located on top of the Recre Building, behind 

Kure Station. It’s fairly expensive compared to other sentos and onsens (¥1,300), 
nevertheless it has a multitude of baths and offers outdoor baths that give you 
the chance to look out onto the open waters of the Seto Inland Sea. Massages 

are also available at an extra cost. On the same floor, there’s an amazing shabu 
shabu restaurant. The onsen is open 24 hours a day. Call ahead or stop by for 

reservations to the restaurant. (0823-24-1126) 

Katsurahama Onsen 

This onsen is located on Kurahashi Island and is a salt water onsen. Everyone in 

Kure knows of it and the prices are much lower than for the Yamato onsen at 
¥600. Opens at 9 or 10am depending on the day and closes at 9pm. 

Kenminnohama Onsen 

This onsen is part of a large beach and park area on Kami-kamagari Island, not 
far from Kawajiri in eastern Kure. Offers great views of the inland sea and costs 

¥400-500 depending on the time of day. It is closed on Tuesdays. If you take part 
in the Tobishima Marathon, this area is the start and finish of the race, making the 

onsen a perfect place to unwind after the race, however, there are queues to get 
wash yourself off before entering the bath. 



Close to Kure 

A few stops past Kure Portpia, Saka has additional shopping and a great beach, 
packed with windsurfing and volleyball. To go to Beach Saka, take the train to 

Mizushiri Station. Most shopping and restaurants are located across from Saka 
Station – one stop past the beach.  

If you miss that western shopping mall experience, stop at Tenjingawa Station 
(just east of Hiroshima Station) and take the five-minute walk to Diamond City 
Soleil. This mall has everything the suburban shopper craves: clothing, sporting 

goods, food courts, a movie theater, and more.   

The town of Etajima shares the name of the island where it is located. The Ja-

panese Naval Academy is located there, along with a museum on naval history. 
There are several hiking and biking trails around the island, too. It’s connected to 
Kure by several bridges, but the ferry may be faster for those without a car.   

Northeast of Kure in Higashi Hiroshima, Saijo is a quiet town known throughout 

the country for two things: rice and sake. The locals take pride in their fresh water 
and cool temperatures.  Rice is grown and sake is brewed all over the area. In 
fact, there are nine different sake breweries in Saijo alone! In October, they host a 

large sake festival, which includes tours of each brewery and a nomihodai (all you 
can drink) park packed with hundreds of types of sake from around the country. A 

JR bus runs hourly to Saijo, but the train (transferring at Kaitaichi) may be just as 
fast.   

The cities Iwakuni and Matsuyama are also close by. Iwakuni is about a 90 min-
utes by train, and Matsuyama is about a two hours by ferry (or one hour by ex-

press ferry). Because Iwakuni hosts a large American Marine base, it offers sever-
al foreign amenities not found elsewhere.  If you have formerly served in the US 
military or can contact someone on-base, you can freely access the base’s 

restaurants and stores. Matsuyama has one of the oldest and most famous on-
sens in Japan, Dogo Onsen. With its many levels, tiered baths, and maze-like pas-

sageways, it has inspired many artists and writers, including Natsume Soseki and 
Hayao Miyazaki. 



Events & Festivals 

Autumn Harvest Shrine Festivals – Each shrine holds a festival in early October to 
celebrate the year’s harvest. A procession of yabu (demons) clash with those car-

rying the harvest to the shrine. Food stalls and partying lasts all weekend.   

 
Food Festival – In early November, Kure hosts a food festival in the park along 

Kuramoto Dori.  Stuff yourself on local and international food all day! 

Oyster Festival – Kure ranks as one of the top oyster-producing areas in Japan. In 
February, the city celebrates another great year at Chuo Koen. Have oysters and 
other local seafood any way you can image! 

Flower Viewing – All around Japan, spring is celebrated by hanami, the ephemeral 

majesty of the cherry blossom. For those few weeks, everyone gathers outside for 
picnics… and lots of drinking. Oh, and to look at the pretty flowers. In Kure, the 
best places for hanami include Niko Gorge and Ondo Seto Park. 

Port Festival – In late April, Kure celebrates its naval roots with public perfor-

mances, food, yacht races, and more. 

Fireworks Festival – Kure Bay lights up in early August with the Fireworks Festival. 

The best places to view them include the Clayton Bay Hotel, the Naval Defense 
Force Base, and anywhere along the bay.  Other fireworks events are also held in 

different communities in Kure around the same time. 

Summer Festival – Later in August, Kure hosts an evening of entertainment at 

Chuo Koen to cool off during the hot days of summer. 

 





*Please note that not all places previously mentioned are listed numerically on this map.  
*All places mentioned can be found online or through Google Maps.


